GLOSSARY OP MUSICAL TERMS       E24
Ritornello    Passage   usually instrumental   that
recurs ua a. piece
P&manee jRomanza   Title for piece of vague song
like character
Romantic    Term used vaguely to describe music
of Iflth cent that his other than purely musical
uOince of inspiration
Pnndo    Form in which one section keeps on
recurring
7 ubato    Manner of performing a piece without
keeping btnctly to tune
Sacibut    Early Fnglish name foi trombone
^asophone    Classified as wind mbtrument   al
though made of brass becaute it uses a reed
vate    Progression of adjoining notes upwards or
dovrrwards
^chfTzo    One of two middle movements usually
third   m four movement sonata form    Dis
placed minuet in this form nt beginning of 19th
cent
5	core    Copy of any music •written m several parts
Second    Interval taking two sieps in scale eg
C to D flat or to D
^•nnibreue    Note that equals two nimuus or half a
breve
Semimaier    Note that equals half a quaver
Semitone    Smallest interval commonly used in
Western music
Septet    Composition for seven instruments or
voices
Sequence    Repetition of phrase at a higher or
lower pitch
Serenade   "Usually an evening song or mstrumen
tal -work
S««ztt    Interval taking seven steps in the scale
6	ejstet    Composition for six instruments or voices
Sharp    Term indicating a raising of pitch by a
semitone
S tawm Primitive woodwind instrument fore
runner of oboe
Simple time Division of music into two or four
beats
binfometta    Small symphony
S i«ffl    Interval taking bis steps m the scale
Solo Piece or part of a piece for one performer
playing or singing alone
Sonata Term to denote a musical form and a
type of composition In sonata form a composi
tion is divided into exposition development and
recapitulation A sonata is a piece, visually
for one or more players following that form
&ona    Any short vocal composition
Soprano    Highest female voice
Sostemdo    Sustained broadly
Sotto wee Whispered scarcely audible applied
to vocal as well as instrumental music
Sweehoesang «3er Speech song) Vocal utter
ance somewhere between speech and song1
Staccato Perform music in short detached
manner
Staff Horizontal lines on which music is usually
written
Stop Lever by which organ registration can be
altered
&W«0(s) Strands of gut or metal set m vibration
to produce musical sounds on string or keyboard
instruments Plural refers to violins violas
cellos and basses of orchestra
Study Instrumental piece usually one used for
technical exercise or to display technical skill
but often having artistic merits as well (eg
Ohopm's)
Subject^) Theme or group of notes that forms
principal idea or Ideas in composition
Swtte Common name for piece ia several move
ments
 THE WORLD OF MUSIC
Wpnoiiy    Orchestral woik of serious purpose
usually in four movements  occasionally given
name (e a  Beethoven s    Choral   symphony)
Syncopation    Displicement of musical accent
Tempo    Pice speed of music
Tenor    Highest normal male voice
Ternai y   A piece m three sections ib said to be m
ternary form    The  balance is obtained by
repealing the first phrase or section (tLough it
need not be exact 01 complete) after a second of
equal importance
Tessitura    Compass into which voice or mstru
ment comfortably fills
Tlieme    Same as subject but cin also be used for a
whole musical statement as in     theme and
variations
Third    Interval taking three steps in scale
TMf    Rhythmical division of music
Timpani    See Kettledrum
Toccata   Instrumental  piece   usually   needing
rapid brilliant execution
Tonahtv    Key or feeling for a dehmte key
Tone    Quality of musical sound   interval of two
semitones
Tonic Sol fa    System of musical notation to
simplify sight readme
Transcribe    Arrange piece for different medium
instrument  or voice than that originally m
tended
Transition    Passage that joins two themes of
sections of a composition
Transpose   Perform a piece at different pitch
from that ongmalls intended
Treble    Highest part in vocal composition   high
boy s voice
Triad    A chord consisting of a note with the
third and fifth above it e a   C-E-G    A com
mon chord is a triad of which the 5th is perfect
e g   C-E-G or CHE flat-G   Thus major and
minor triads are common chords
Tno    Work written for three instruments or
voices   group to play or sing sueh a work
Trombone    Brass instrument with slide adjusting
length of tube
Tinvnwet   Metal   instrument   of   considerable
antiquity  modern version has three valves to
make it into a chromatic instrument
Tuba    Deepest toned   brass   instrument   with
three or four valves
Twelve note    Techniaue of composition using full
chromatic scale with each note having equal
importance    Notes are placed m particular
oider as the thematic basis of works.
Unwon    Two notes sung or played together at
same pitch
Valve    Mechanism invented in early 19th cent
to add to brass instruments allowing them to
play full chromatic scale
Variation    Varied passage  of original theme
Such variations may be closely allied to or
depart widely from the theme
Vensmo    Term to describe Italian operas written
m   realist   style at the turn of this century
Vibrato    Rapid fluctuation in pitch of voice or
instrument    Exaggerated it is referred to as a
woToble    (of singers) or tremolo
Viol    String  instrument  of  various  sizes  to
vogue until end of 17th cent
Vwla    Tenor Instrument of violin family
Violin,   Musical four string instrument   played
with bow  of violin family which superseded
viol at beginning of 18th cent.
Vt.rgina.ls    English keyboard instrument sinulai
to harpsichord of 17th and 18th cent
Vivace    lively

